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The Maashaven is situated in the original Port of Rotterdam, one of the biggest harbours of the world. It is relatively close to the city center, connected by the Erasmusbridge, and Zuidplein shopping mall.
The surrounding area of the Maashaven consists of completely different areas; on the north side, you have Katendrecht & de Kop van Zuid and on the south side, de Afrikananderwijk & de Tarweijkstra.
According to Rotterdam Municipality, the safety index, which is determined by several parameters, such as: living conditions, education, income etc., has the lowest values in the areas directly south to the Maashaven.
The differences between, de Tarwewijk & de Afrikaanderwijk, compared to the Wilhelminakade & Katendrecht, are visible not only in facts and numbers, but also in the architecture and the open space. While Katendrecht has been developed recently and still is being developed, almost nothing happens in the southern districts.
The development of the Kop van Zuid, starting with the construction of the Erasmusbridge, stimulated the growth of Katendrecht, and pulled investors and higher incomes into this, formerly known as a no go area, popular cultural environment.
To connect the two areas a Physical connection is demanded, to transfer the people from one side to the other. The Social Connection is just as important since it gives people a reason to visit the area or stay in an area. This is possibly an even bigger bridge to gap.
PHASE I 2015-2025: PHYSICAL CONNECTION:
SHOWCASE TO DRAW POTENTIAL INVESTORS
Phase 2, expand the connections and public functions. Prepare the floating community.
Phase 3 Finish the floating community, re-develop the Brielse laan
Phase 4: Redevelop the Tarwewijk change merge the different climates
To make a bridge connection is one thing. But to build an entire floating community on the water seems quite extreme.
However, Stadshavens Rotterdam has already assigned the Maashaven to be on of the first floating communities in the world. Together with the RDM-Campus they are already developing and almost world leading in terms of floating structures.
Deltasync has made the news couple of times already with their designs, but also the floating dome in the Rijnhaven.

With the climate changes ahead of us a rising sea level will be direct consequence. While in the Netherlands we live under sea level already this demands inovative solutions.
Phase I, "An attempt to relocate the growth"
The design strategy for the urban plan starts with an urban analysis. This will determine the desired functions which will be tested against a so-called Score System. This score system has parameters input by the urban analysis. And together with the set function relationships the position of the functions for an urban plan will be determined.
The Urban Analysis has to define the missing functions for this area to develop. It is an harbour area which is still being used by little parts of industry and as a docking station for ships.

Therefore the first image shows the restrictions based on ship activity.

The second image shows public transport.

The third gives us restrictions based on the surrounding, think about pollution and connecting living areas.

The fourth image shows the available functions in the surrounding and give us an indication what kind of functions will be useful in our plan to develop the Maashaven.
Based on the urban analysis, 7 main functions have been chosen to develop the first phase, and help next to physically also make a social connection between cultural differences.
Next step on the list to get to the position of the functions is the "Score System".

This system will help to determine the best locations for specific functions.

The Maashaven was divided into a grid of 5x5 meters. Every grid got its own coordinate. Each coordinate could score points based on the set parameters. Which would result in a high score for certain points.

Different functions ask for different demands and therefore each parameter is worth a different kind of points based on the value set for this parameter.

Leading to a high score for every single function.
Example of one of the 7 High score maps
The score system gave away the best possible positions for the functions. However these different functions are related to each other in some ways. So to keep them from being scattered all over the place relations have been set in between the different functions.

These relations will work as attractors to define the final position of the functions.
In the first image you can see the functions being scattered on their High Score Positions. However, the second image shows the connections which have determined the final (third image) position of the functions.
A small segment will be worked out into detail zooming in on the main connection.
DIMITRI STEFANESCO. THIS BRIDGE USES THE DIFFERENT LANDINGS AND AS A RESULT OF RESTSPACE FUNCTIONS GAIN PLACE.
The by FOA designed Yokohama Terminal is meant as a landscape, shaped by a continuous surface, which opens and folds around functions.
Eventually the chosen segment has to be developed into an architectural building following the goals and ambitions set in the process.

This diagram helps to understand this part of the design process.

The functions already have determined sizes and therefore occupy certain areas.

To connect the functions and to create a building, housing these functions routes have been determined based on different destinations and different behavior.
The 3 directions: Katendrecht, Brielsealaan & the future floating community will be connected by a fast lane for cyclists. This will also be available for pedestrians who want to just cross.

THE GRAY CONNECTIONS ARE ALL POSSIBLE
4 different type of paths have been chosen for different type of users.

Ferry Paths

Restaurant Path

Exhibition Paths

Conference Path
The paths together with the Function sizes result in surfaces which morph around the fast lane.
FLOORPLAN -1 WATER LEVEL

1. Ferry Dock
2. Water Taxi
3. Bicycle Storage
4. Restaurant
5. Kitchen
7. Storage
8. Toilets
9. Terrace
10. Technical Room
Floorplan 0 Main Road

11. Coffee Bar
12. Ferry Waiting Hall
13. Helpdesk
14. Public Roof Terrace
3. Bicycle Storage
11. Coffee Bar
14. Public Roof Terrace
15. Retail Floor
The body will eventually be designed in a system which works together with all aspects.
CONSTRUCTION + FACADE

METAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTION + FACADE

ADDING PREFAB PANELS
CONSTRUCTION + FACADE

ADDING PREFAB PANELS
CONSTRUCTION + FACADE

ADDING PLASTER / INSULATION LAYER
CONSTRUCTION + FACADE

IF THERE ARE OPENINGS, THEY ARE BASED ON THE MAIN GRID
TO WORK OUT CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
CONSTRUCTION/ MATERIALISATION REFERENCES
Bench dissolves into railing

Water taxi leaning into seating wall
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